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Ledlenser - NEO4 pink
cod. 500916

Running at night or in the dark requires willpower. With the Ledlenser NEO4 you have everything you need to do it. With an unbeatable price-performance ratio, minimal weight and high-quality design, it is one of the reasons why you tie your running shoes and decide to run. In addition, then we discover the almost anti-glare optical unit and the rotating head of the flashlight that allow optimal illumination of the path. Without forgetting the Constant Current Mode which allows constant brightness until the end of the operating life.
240 lumen
40 hours
30 meters
Light functions
These settings make the difference:

Power - great light output for every situation
Low Power - energy saving light during long use, reading and working without glare
Blink - automatic sending of light pulses at a regular distance

Switch
This is how this Ledlenser turns on:

Front Switch - a switch located on the head of the flashlight for one-handed use

Energy mode
So you will always have your energy consumption under control:

Energy Saving Mode - Energy saving mode for an extended time
Constant Current Mode - Constant energy use until the end

Other functions
The peculiarity of this Ledlenser:

Rear Light - a red rear light so that you can also be seen from behind
Transportation Lock - prevents inadvertent activation of the flashlight

IP protection degree
This Ledlenser features the following protection:

IPX7 - Prevents the penetration of water during a complete immersion for a limited time (one meter deep for 30 minutes)
IP5X - Protection against dust deposits

LED
LED configuration
1 x Power LED
Light power 1
MAX 240 lm - MIN 20 lm
Light range 1
MAX 30 m - MIN 10 m
Autonomy 1
MAX 40 h - MIN 6 h
Battery and housing
Battery
3 x Micro (AAA) 1.5V
Battery capacity 2
Wh
Waterproofness
IPX7
dust resistance
IP5X
Rechargeable
No
Dimensions and weight
Head diameter
70 mm
Weight
100 g
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